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Abstract

Evidence suggests that accents can be typically more powerful in activating ethnicity categorization than appearance. Concurrently, some social categories, such as ethnicity, can be linked with other categories, such as religion. We investigate how people categorize those who belong to a (mis)matching pair of categories? In the present study we investigated Germans’ categorization of women either wearing a headscarf (Muslim religious symbol), or not, and speaking either standard German or German with an Arabic accent. The “Who Said What?” paradigm and multinomial modelling yielded that category memory, indicative of subtyping, was best for non-prototypical targets (i.e., headscarf and standard German accent, no headscarf and Arabic accent). In contrast, ingroup targets (no headscarf and standard German accent) were individually remembered better than all other targets, whereas non-prototypical targets (no-headscarf and Arabic accent) were not remembered individually at all. These findings are discussed in terms of intersectionality and category prototypicality.
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Do People Remember What is Prototypical?

The Role of Accent-Religion Intersectionality for Individual and Category Memory

People simplify the vast amount of information around them through categorization. One of the main interests of social psychology is to understand how people process multiple categories others belong to in order to form an impression of them (e.g., Fiske & Neuberg, 1990). Which categories will be activated depends on the context (or fit) as well as previous experience; however, chronically accessible categories (i.e., gender, age, ethnicity) are likely to be activated across different situations (Bruner, 1957; Oakes, 1987). Whereas these categories can be identified through facial cues (Hugenberg & Wilson, 2013), recent empirical evidence suggests that language (accent) often plays a more important role for ethnic categorization. In fact, ethnicity may be much better represented with accent than with typical appearance (Rakić et al., 2011). This demonstrates the complexity of social categories and how they are activated.

One of the major concerns related to social categories is their strong association to simplified knowledge structures, or stereotypes (Fiske, 1998). Indeed, stereotypes are powerful in determining attitudes and expectations about social groups. A particularly puzzling aspect of stereotypes is their maintenance even in the presence of disconfirming information, in other words: counter-stereotypical exemplars. In some cases, stereotypes about one social category, such as ethnicity or nationality, can be strongly associated to other social categories, for example religion. At the intersection of two social categories, we refer to individuals who belong to two associated categories as prototypical (e.g., person wearing a headscarf and speaking with a nonnative accent). The aim of this article is to investigate the outcome of accent/ethnicity-religion cross-categorization with a focus on the prototypicality of targets. We test whether targets are categorized based on their accent (as proxy for
ethnicity) and religion (here: headscarf present vs. absent) separately or concurrently and whether they are individually remembered.

Social Categorization and Stereotyping

People tend to use categorical representations of the (social) world around them. This means that the huge amount of information present in individual differences is converted into simplified categories. Both the process and consequences of social categorization have received much attention in social psychology (e.g., Macrae & Bodenhausen, 2000). There seems to be an almost infinite number of possible social categories that can in principle be perceived concurrently. Indeed people belong simultaneously to multiple social categories, and depending on their relative salience, they may be perceived differently in different contexts (Crisp & Hewstone, 2007).

Which category or categories will be activated depends on their salience and fit (Bruner, 1957; Oakes, 1987). The categories gender, age, and ethnicity are often referred to as the Big Three social categories. They are characterized by high salience making them likely to be perceived and used in categorization and, consequently, in stereotype activation (e.g., Stangor et al., 1992). Other “less salient” categories may pass unnoticed. However, all categories can be more or less salient because of the intersectionality of categories and different contexts (e.g., pertaining to research, by using visual or auditory stimuli).

Research Methods in Social Categorization

Pertaining to research methods, the cues that are used to indicate a given category can impact how and when people use those categories. For example, every category can be presented through labels (e.g., “man”, “black”), and every literate person will at once understand the meaning of these words and categories; consequently, respective stereotypes could be immediately activated (Zârate & Smith, 1990). However, people encountered in everyday life do not wear labels to indicate social categories. People extricate social-category
membership from what they see and/or hear (i.e., from the available information). Recently, there has been a greater awareness in the choice of methodology when studying categorization and stereotyping. It is well known that language contains powerful social cues (Giles & Rakić, 2014); indeed (spoken) language is a key aspect of ethnicity (as indicated by ethnolinguistic identity theory; Giles et al., 1977; Giles & Johnson, 1981, 1987). Still, for a long time language only held a peripheral position in studies of social phenomena (including the “Who Said What?” paradigm we describe below, ironically, in which often only a written statement indicates what someone said). Recent empirical evidence demonstrated the dominant role of language (or accents) in ethnic categorization: On its own, a typical appearance (i.e., facial visual information) was an equally strong cue for ethnic categorization as an accent (i.e., auditory information). However, when these two modalities were combined, people relied significantly more on accent than on looks in ethnic categorization (Rakić et al., 2011).

**Category Intersections**

Not only the cues researchers use affect categorization, but so do category intersections. Different social categories, such as ethnicity or nationality on the one hand and religion on the other, can have a rather complex relationship. For example, being Polish is also highly associated with being Catholic (i.e., prototypical combination). Still, minorities exist such as Polish Tatars, for whom their Muslim religion is important in their Polish identity (Verkuyten, 2007). Similar concepts can be observed also in other European countries such as the Netherlands or Germany, both comprising a significant proportion of national minorities of Muslim religion (e.g., of Arabic or Turkish origin). Correlations between categories do not only affect individuals’ identities but can influence how other people perceive and categorize them (e.g., as members of their ingroup or as members of an outgroup).
Investigating and understanding this intersectionality of social categories is important if we are to truly understand why some groups are more or less likely to be discriminated against (e.g., Goff et al., 2008; Schug et al., 2015). For example, in terms of race and gender, Black women seem to be invisible compared to the prototypical combinations of Black men or White women (Sesko & Biernat, 2010). The invisibility in this case refers to the lack of individuation or lack of differentiation between group members, who go unnoticed. Therefore, looking at these two categories separately would not provide an adequate understanding due to the incomplete information, because they are perceived as welded together and therefore inseparable. Researchers have only begun to understand the invisibility of category intersections. For example, it has recently been shown that both similarity to the category prototype and a focus on individual differences increase individual visibility (Sesko & Biernat, 2018). A prototype can be understood as “the ideal-type member of a category that best represents its identity in a given context” (Wenzel et al., 2007, p. 335). This has consequences when it comes to understanding immigrant health (e.g., Viruell-Fuentes et al., 2012) or how, for example, German Muslim feminists are perceived in feminist communities (Weber, 2015).

Category intersections could also affect the susceptibility of stereotypes to change. Indeed, a lot of research has investigated how people react to stereotype-(in)consistent information or stereotype-inconsistent members of a given social group (e.g., Dolderer et al., 2009). Two main patterns are possible: subtyping the stereotype-inconsistent individuals as the exceptions to the generally correct rule (or stereotype), which implies stereotype maintenance; or subgrouping by creating a more differentiated picture of a given social group while accounting for different and potentially stereotype-inconsistent members. The latter process leads to stereotype change (Richards & Hewstone, 2001). Paralleling stereotype-(in)consistency, understanding how exemplars belonging to prototypical and non-prototypical
category intersections are mentally processed could also be important for understanding people’s tendency for stereotype change and maintenance and consequently in preventing discrimination.

**The Present Research**

In the present experiment, we investigated how women in Germany are categorized based on their ethnicity/accent (presented with either standard German vs. Arabic accent1) and Muslim religion (wearing a headscarf or not). We chose the modified “Who Said What?” paradigm (Taylor et al., 1978), as it allows for testing spontaneous categorization of people in a group setting while controlling for guessing (Klaue & Wegener, 1998). We did not use group labels because we aim to investigate information processing more closely to real-life – where more often than not people need to extract categories from available pieces of information. Whereas objectively the two categories (i.e., ethnicity/accent and religion) are independent, there can be strong intersectionality between them where one seems to imply the other. Alternatively, one could argue that both potentially are sufficient as cues for foreignness (i.e., Arabic accent, headscarf, or both) by non-Muslim German participants.

Given the association of both an Arabic accent and a headscarf with Muslim religion, and given the group setting implemented in our investigation, in which headscarves and foreign accents were presented often, we hypothesized that our targets would be categorized based on prototypicality in terms of category intersectionality; namely, women wearing a headscarf and speaking with an Arabic accent (or no headscarf and speaking with a standard German accent) should be perceived as prototypical, whereas those wearing a headscarf but speaking with a standard German accent (or no headscarf but speaking with an Arabic accent) should be perceived as non-prototypical. Our main dependent variables were memory for each individual and memory for the (sub-)category the individual belongs to. We

---

1 We use the term Arabic accent throughout this article; this term was used in the pre-test (see SOM, Appendix A) and it was the most comprehensible for our participants.
expected that participants will remember individual targets better if they are prototypical (e.g., Sesko & Biernat, 2010); in contrast, we expected an effect similar to outgroup homogeneity/invisibility where non-prototypical targets will not be remembered individually.

In terms of subgroup memory (containing both categories), we expected category memory to reflect prototypicality, with all (non)prototypical targets being mixed up with each other, indicating subtyping.

Method

Ethics Statement

Ethical approval for this study was obtained from the Ethics Commission, Friedrich-Schiller University of Jena, Faculty of Social and Behavioral Sciences (number FSV 12/02).

“Who Said What?” Paradigm

We used the modified “Who Said What?” paradigm (WSW-paradigm; Taylor et al., 1978), as it allows testing spontaneous category activation. The WSW-paradigm is particularly useful as it is sensitive to implicit information organisation (i.e., categorization) that can hardly be changed during later explicit judgements (Carlston & Schneid, 2015). Participants were instructed to observe parts taken from a discussion among eight different students. Their only task was to form an impression of the group as a whole. During the discussion each target was presented with a picture and audio extract uttering a given statement. At the end of the “discussion” part participants were asked to match written statements to the speakers, with the photographs of all speakers being shown.

The original WSW-paradigm is based on the principle of accentuation (e.g., Corneille et al., 2004). Once a given category is activated people automatically tend to decrease the perceived differences within the category and increase those between categories. In terms of the WSW-paradigm this is revealed in the type of errors participants make during the matching task. For example, in case of accent-based categorization, if a statement made by a
speaker with a standard German accent is falsely assigned to another standard-German-accent speaker rather than to an Arabic-accent speaker, this would be considered a within category error. Conversely, confusing a statement made by a speaker with standard German accent as being made by an Arabic-accent speaker would constitute a between category error. The more within compared to between category confusions participants make, the stronger the evidence for categorization on the selected dimension. The WSW-paradigm has been successfully used with single as well as two crossed categories (e.g., Klauer et al., 2003; Klauer & Wegener, 1998). The same principle as for accent-based categorization applies for cross-categorization based on two categories (e.g., ethnicity/accent and religion). In the case of cross-categorization there are within and/or between category errors based on each of two categories, resulting in a more complex assignment.

However, with this (original) procedure it is impossible to differentiate between participants’ actual memory and lucky guessing. In order to account for guessing, the adapted procedure developed by Klauer and Wegener (1998) was used: In the matching task, 48 new statements that had not been presented during the discussion phase were added next to 48 old statements. The new statements could have easily been presented in the discussion based on their content. The participants’ task for each statement was first to say whether a statement was old (i.e., previously presented) or new (i.e., not previously presented). If a statement was categorized as new, then another statement appeared on the screen, whereas if the statement was recognized as old, participants were asked to indicate which target made it. Klauer and Wegener (1998) demonstrated two points: whereas participants are typically very good at identifying the new statements, they do not remember a portion of the old statements and categorized them as new. This extension made it possible to analyse the data with multinomial modelling.
The multinomial modelling procedure enables a distinction between actual memory and guessing, both of which can result in the same outcome (e.g., correct assignment or within category confusion); this allows for a more informed interpretation of processes that contribute to the observed outcome. Such refinement is necessary because the correct match between a statement and a speaker can be arrived at by very different cognitive paths (see Figure 1 in Rakić et al., 2011, p. 6). These vary from actually remembering the statement and the speaker, through a more indirect route: guessing that the statement was old, then guessing both categories of the speaker and, finally, guessing the correct speaker. Furthermore, compared to the original WSW-paradigm the use of multinomial modelling can control for different confounds. For example, increased similarity of targets would result in a higher number of raw within-category errors, thus falsely indicate categorization. On the contrary, with multinomial modelling this affects memory parameters of individual targets but not category memory. Similarly, the original WSW-paradigm has issues with baseline probabilities, which need to be taken into account to avoid misrepresenting the actual frequencies for different types of errors; in contrast, this does not affect the parameter estimates of the multinomial model (Klauer & Wegener, 1998).

Materials

In the WSW-paradigm different statements are used during the discussion part. All statements we used were neutral and covered different aspects of university; for example, “There are too few textbook exemplars in the library” (see Klauer & Wegener, 1998, for the original set of statements). This was done to ensure that the content of statements could not be used for categorizing. Each target made statements on six different topics but the topics were held constant between targets (e.g., everyone made a remark about the library).

In terms of selection of voices and faces, a detailed description of targets, as well as respective pre-tests are outlined in the Supplementary Online Material (SOM), Appendix A.
Briefly, for voices (i.e., accents) we used the matched guise technique (MGT; Lambert et al., 1960), where all speakers were recorded speaking with Arabic and with Standard German accent. This allows to control for the influence of other vocal qualities. Independently of the speakers’ accent they were always clearly intelligible. Similarly, the same “neutral” looking women (i.e., not perceived as typically German or Arabic) were photographed either with or without a headscarf. The headscarves were in neutral colours and fitted by an experimenter familiar with the use of headscarves. Women’s faces were always fully and clearly visible.

**Procedure**

We introduced the experiment as a study on information processing. The procedure followed the modified WSW-paradigm\(^2\) as described above: the discussion part was identical to the original paradigm (see Taylor et al., 1978, for the original instructions) and the matching task was adapted from Klauer and Wegener (1998). Each time a participant heard a given target speaking, the respective photograph was shown on the screen (see Rakić et al., 2011, for a similar procedure). A total of eight targets was presented in random order uttering a total of six statements each. All of the targets were women, differing on the bases of their accent (half standard German, half Arabic accent) and displayed (Muslim) religion (half wearing a headscarf, half no headscarf).

The experiment consisted of two counterbalanced conditions created to control for the specific face (with or without headscarf) and accent match. Consequently, if women in Condition A were presented with a headscarf speaking with a standard German accent, in Condition B these women were presented with a headscarf and speaking with an Arabic accent. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the two conditions. Because results

\(^2\) A drawback of the WSW-paradigm and this procedure was that visual information had an advantage over auditory information because it was present both in the discussion and matching task, whereas accents were only present during the initial discussion part. Nevertheless, this is only a minor issue; any evidence of accent-memory means that the effect was in some degree stronger as it had to be sustained from the discussion phase without further hints during the matching task (see Rakić et al., 2011, for the finding that accent still trumped looks using this procedure).
indicated no differences between conditions we report analyses collapsed across this control factor.

The computer-based experiment was completed individually, in one session of about 20–25 min. At the end, participants were fully debriefed and rewarded for their participation with either a chocolate bar or partial course credit.

**Participants**

Given a within-subject design with response frequencies aggregated over participants as the units of analysis, statistical power was high. However, because it cannot be determined in advance how many observations will be obtained in each cell (because participants do not make identical responses to each of the multiple response categories) precise power calculations are impossible (see Klauer & Wegener, 1998, for the recommendation of $n > 5$ for each cell). Therefore, we aimed at the recommended number of at least 20 participants per condition (see Simmons et al., 2011).

During the pre-determined data collection interval, 37 participants (19 men, 18 women; $M_{age} = 23.24, SD = 6.16$) from a German university took part. All except two participants were native German speakers studying in a relatively small and homogeneous town (i.e., without many ethnic minorities). The study was run at a time when wearing headscarves in public was only sometimes discussed in the German media. Data were not analysed until the entire sample had been obtained.

**Results**

**Strategy of Data Analysis**

The units of analyses were the overall frequencies of the different types of responses. In total there were 29 different response categories (shown in Table A1). Namely every statement coming from one of five sources (four target types and new statements) could either be correctly assigned to the target who made the statement or incorrectly assigned to
any of the five sources. Data were analysed by means of a multinomial model with the MultiTree software (Moshagen, 2010). The parameters of the multinomial model are mathematical representations of different cognitive processes contributing to the different response types, validated by previous research. When it comes to investigating categorization, the parameters of most interest in the WSW multinomial model are category memory (i.e., how well is the category of religion, accent, and the combination of both remembered for different types of targets?) and person memory (i.e., how well is each woman in a given category combination remembered?). Comparably, multinomial modelling also allows accounting for category guessing (i.e., guessing the category headscarf, or the category Arabic accent, or the combination of the two).

Briefly, the strategy of analysis can be described as follows: First, a baseline model is identified that fits the data. Typically, this requires imposing equality restrictions on some parameters that are of little theoretical interest so that the model has enough degrees of freedom to be identified. If this is not sufficient to obtain the necessary degrees of freedom, one can proceed by restricting other parameters as well to obtain a baseline model that fits the data. Then we can test hypotheses by introducing additional restrictions and testing the resulting model against the baseline model. For example, if setting equal the category memory parameters for different types of targets results in a misfit of the restricted model as compared the baseline model, the hypothesis is rejected that these category memory parameters are equal.

**Baseline Model Identification**

The model used for analyses consisted of 27 parameters representing different cognitive processes. Because this specific multinomial model has been validated for the WSW-paradigm (for further explanation and validation, see Klauer et al., 2003; Klauer &
we will only introduce briefly the parameters crucial for the current analyses.

The distractor (DN) and old statement memory \((D_{nG}, D_{nA}, D_{hG}, D_{hA})\)\(^3\) parameters represent knowledge that a given statement is new or that it was presented previously, respectively. Further parameters are: A parameter for guessing the statement status as old (parameter \(b\)); person memory for a target person in a given category (parameters \(c_{nG}, c_{nA}, c_{hG}, c_{hA}\)); guessing a target within the correct subgroup (parameter \(1/n\)); category guessing headscarf (parameters \(x\) and \(y\); where \(1-x\) and \(1-y\) represent category guessing “no headscarf”) and category guessing Arabic accent (parameters \(f\) and \(p\)). Importantly, the category memory parameters are: category memory for the religious-cue (i.e., indicative of exclusive religion memory; parameters \(d_{nG}, d_{nA}, d_{hG}, d_{hA}\)); for methodological reasons, category memory for accent was subsequently split into: category memory for accent given no category memory for the religious-cue (i.e., indicative of exclusive accent memory; parameters \(h_{nG}, h_{nA}, h_{hG}, h_{hA}\)), and category memory for accent given category memory for the religious-cue (i.e., indicative of subgroup memory; parameters \(e_{nG}, e_{nA}, e_{hG}, e_{hA}\)).

Prior to hypothesis testing, we identified the baseline model by restricting some parameters. These restrictions followed theoretical assumptions (e.g., Klauer et al., 2003; Schug et al., 2015). Thus, we fixed the parameter for guessing the correct speaker in the correct subgroup (parameter \(1/n\)) at chance level, .5; further, because there was no reason for differentiation in guessing categories, guessing the category headscarf (parameters \(y\) and \(x\)) and guessing the category Arabic accent (parameters \(f\) and \(p\)) were set equal, respectively.

After trying to set all memory parameters for old statements \((D_{nG}, D_{nA}, D_{hG}, D_{hA})\) equal to distractor memory \((DN)\), a model resulted with unsatisfactory fit, indicating that there was a

\(^3\) The abbreviations in the subscripts stand for: \(D_{nG}\) = women without a headscarf speaking standard German, \(D_{nA}\) = women without a headscarf speaking German with an Arabic accent, \(D_{hG}\) = women with a headscarf speaking standard German, \(D_{hA}\) = women with a headscarf speaking German with an Arabic accent.
difference between the parameters. Participants showed better item memory for new statements as well as for those made by prototypical targets ($D_N, D_{hA}, D_{nG} = .68$) than for statements made by non-prototypical targets ($D_{nA}, D_{hG} = .59$). Imposing these restrictions resulted in a baseline model with acceptable but low fit, $\chi^2 (3, N = 3552) = 7.06, p = .07$. In order to increase model fit and in line with our hypotheses hinging on prototypicality, we set equal category memory for accent given religious-cue-memory for the prototypical targets (parameters $e_{nG}, e_{hA}$) and for the non-prototypical targets (parameters $e_{nA}, e_{hG}$), respectively. This resulted in a better baseline model fit, $\chi^2 (5, N = 3552) = 7.06, p = .22^4$. Table 1 gives an overview of parameters as well as the parameter estimates within the baseline model.

Before testing our hypotheses, we checked if there was any difference in bias for guessing headscarf (Muslim religion-cue) or Arabic accent (parameters $x, y$ and $f, p$, respectively) by setting all four parameters equal. The model did not lose fit, $\Delta \chi^2 (1, N = 3552) = .13, p = .71$; the same was true when we restricted all of them to the value of .5, $\Delta \chi^2 (2, N = 3552) = 1.35, p = .51$, indicating that guessing in both cases was at the expected chance rate of 50%.

Finally, in order to determine the homogeneity of responses in our sample homogeneity analyses were conducted, details of which can be found in the SOM, Appendix B. These analyses show that result patterns do not differ between participants (for the individual parameter estimates and complete dataset, see Rakić, 2020). In other words, the same baseline model can be applied to all of them, and there are no participant clusters with different types of response patterns.

---

4 The overall pattern of results remains the same when using the baseline model with acceptable but low fit.
**Table 1**

*Parameter Estimates and 95% Confidence Intervals (CIs) for the Baseline Model*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distractor memory</td>
<td>D&lt;sub&gt;N&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>.68&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.65-.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D&lt;sub&gt;nG&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>.68&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.65-.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D&lt;sub&gt;nA&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>.59&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.56-.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item memory</td>
<td>D&lt;sub&gt;nG&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>.59&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.56-.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D&lt;sub&gt;nA&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>.68&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.65-.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item status guessing as old</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>.17-.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c&lt;sub&gt;aG&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.18-.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c&lt;sub&gt;aA&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>-.09-.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person memory</td>
<td>c&lt;sub&gt;nG&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.011-.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c&lt;sub&gt;nA&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.08-.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusive accent/ethnicity</td>
<td>h&lt;sub&gt;nG&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>-.08-.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>h&lt;sub&gt;nA&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>-.05-.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusive religious-cue memory</td>
<td>h&lt;sub&gt;hG&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>-.24-.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>h&lt;sub&gt;hA&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>.18-.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusive religious-cue memory</td>
<td>d&lt;sub&gt;nG&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>-.05-.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$d_{nA}$</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>.14-.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{hG}$</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>-.002-.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{hA}$</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.15-.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_{nG}$</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td>-.47-.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Accent/ethnicity memory given**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$e_{nA}$</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.57-1.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Religious-cue memory**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$e_{hG}$</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.57-1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_{hA}$</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td>-.47-.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Category guessing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>.42-.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td></td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>.42-.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headscarf</td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>.48-.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y$</td>
<td></td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>.48-.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person guessing</td>
<td>$1/n$</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>constant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.** $nG =$ Women without headscarf who spoke standard German; $nA =$ Women without headscarf who spoke with an Arabic accent; $hG =$ Women with headscarf who spoke standard German; $hA =$ Women with headscarf who spoke with an Arabic accent.

$a$ Parameters set equal.  $b$ Parameters set equal.  $c$ Parameters set equal.  $d$ Parameters set equal.  $e$ Parameters set equal.  $f$ Parameters set equal.

**Hypothesis Testing**

Hypothesis testing within the multinomial model is obtained by constraining parameters of interest and comparing the new model to the baseline model (e.g., Klauer et al., 2003; Rakić et al., 2011); if the new model does not lose fit, the constrained parameters can
be set equal, alternatively the loss of fit indicates that given parameters are of different size, corroborating hypotheses. Parameter estimates are probabilities (i.e., range: 0-1).

**Person Memory.** We first tested for differences in *person memory* (i.e., memory for individual targets). Following the hypothesis and the baseline model indication for a possible difference between prototypical and non-prototypical targets we first checked the person memory parameters in terms of prototypicality. Namely, person memory for non-prototypical targets was set equal ($c_{hG}, c_{nA} = .06$), $\Delta \chi^2 (1, N = 3552) = 2.35, p = .13$, and the model maintained a good fit, indicating that these parameters are not significantly different. Similarly, the model maintained a good fit when the person memory parameters for prototypical targets ($c_{hA}, c_{nG} = .21$) were set equal, $\Delta \chi^2 (1, N = 3552) = 2.35, p = .13$. These two were significantly different, $\Delta \chi^2 (1, N = 3552) = 14.48, p < .001$, indicating that participants remembered prototypical targets individually better than non-prototypical targets.

For further analyses following previous work on ethnic categorization showing that participants showed an outgroup homogeneity effect for nonnative accent rather than foreign appearance (Rakić et al., 2011), we set parameters equal within the same accent. However, setting person memory equal within Arabic and within German accents both resulted in a loss of fit, $\Delta \chi^2 (1, N = 3552) = 6.67, p = .009$ and $\Delta \chi^2 (1, N = 3552) = 8.03, p = .005$, respectively. The same happened when parameters were set equal for all targets without headscarf, $\Delta \chi^2 (1, N = 3552) = 18.69, p < .001$. Only for targets with a headscarf, $\Delta \chi^2 (1, N = 3552) = 1.18, p = .28$, the model retained good fit. Taking together these analyses, participants showed best individual memory for targets without headscarf speaking standard German (.25), followed by targets wearing a headscarf, irrespective of their accent (.13), and effectively no individual memory for targets without headscarf speaking with an Arabic accent (.007). When person memory for targets without headscarf speaking with Arabic accent was set equal to zero, the model did not lose fit, $\Delta \chi^2 (1, N = 3552) = 0.03, p = .86$, indicating practically no person
memory for those targets. This indicates that high person memory for prototypical targets is mostly driven by ingroup targets (i.e., without headscarf speaking standard German), and person memory for non-prototypical targets is restricted to targets wearing headscarf speaking standard German.

**Category Memory.** To first test for exclusive *category memory* by cue type, we set the four individual target parameters equal for category memory for religious-cue (parameters $d$) and for category memory accent given no religious-cue (parameters $h$), respectively, and the model maintained acceptable fit, $\Delta \chi^2 (6, N = 3552) = 11.16, p = .08$. The same was true once these two were additionally set equal ($d, h = .19$), $\Delta \chi^2 (1, N = 3552) = .03, p = .86$, indicating that participants remembered equally well the category based on the religious cue and accent given no religious-cue-memory.

Furthermore, these did not differ from category memory for accent given religious-cue-memory for prototypical targets (i.e., women without headscarf speaking standard German and women with a headscarf speaking with Arabic accent; parameters $e_{nG}, e_{hA} = .18$), $\Delta \chi^2 (1, N = 3552) = .04, p = .84^5$. However, category memory for accent given religious-cue-memory for non-prototypical targets (i.e., women without headscarf speaking with Arabic accent and women with a headscarf speaking standard German, parameters $e_{nA}, e_{hG} = 1.00$), was significantly higher than the other category memory parameters, $\Delta \chi^2 (1, N = 3552) = 17.75, p < .001$. In other words, while non-prototypical targets were individually not remembered well, participants did remember very well their non-prototypical combination of categories (i.e., they subtyped them).

---

5 These parameters though small (.18) significantly differ from zero, $\Delta \chi^2 (1, N = 3552) = 34.95, p < .001$. 

Discussion

Our data show a very interesting pattern: On the one hand participants demonstrate an implicit bias in remembering individual targets who are prototypical of intersecting categories (headscarf and Arabic accent, or no headscarf and standard German accent) better than non-prototypical targets (headscarf and standard German accent, or no headscarf and Arabic accent). This was also reflected in their memory for targets’ statements (as part of the baseline model); statements from prototypical targets (together with the new statements) were better remembered compared to statements from non-prototypical targets. However, it is worth noting that better memory of prototypical individuals seems to be a function of excellent memory for ingroup targets (women without headscarf speaking standard German) and practically inexistent memory for individual targets without headscarf speaking with Arabic accent. Targets wearing a headscarf were in-between, independently of their accent. This pattern possibly indicates that low prototypicality and high expectancy violations disable individuation (individuated memory) of women without headscarf but speaking with Arabic accent, for whom person memory was lowest (see Berthold et al., 2019; Hansen et al., 2017; Macrae et al., 1993; Sesko & Biernat, 2010).

Interestingly, there was no difference between overall religious-cue memory and memory for ethnicity/accent (given no religious-cue-memory), indicating that ethnicity and religion are perceived as comparably informative, possibly because the categories are perceived to be linked. On the contrary, for accent-memory given religious-cue-memory (i.e., memory for both categories simultaneously) the hypothesized difference emerged: the combined categories of non-prototypical women were well remembered, indicating subtyping, compared to category memory for prototypical women. Taken together, both individual memory and categorization were guided by the intersectionality of the two
categories in question: ethnicity/accent and religion, and not by an individual dominance of either category.

These findings are relevant for several reasons. First, they further support the relevance of accents in categorization; relatedly religion is well represented with a headscarf and in both cases the category cues are highly salient and ecologically valid. Rakić and colleagues (2011) had found that facial appearance ‘typical’ of ethnicity (i.e., German vs. Italian) did not influence categorization when in the presence of accents. In contrast to typical facial appearance, the present research suggests that headscarves symbolizing religion determine categorization as much as accents do. Whereas previous research indicated that people are blinded by accents, here the intersectionality of the two categories seems to contribute to memory for individuals (i.e., prototypical targets were better remembered individually than non-prototypical ones). Indeed, these findings fit well with previous research on intersectionality (e.g., Goff et al., 2008; Schug et al., 2015; Sesko & Biernat, 2010, 2018).

Furthermore, in this experiment we did not explicitly name the categories used or mention any category-related stereotypes. This further reflects real life where people “extract” or account for available information. Additionally, on the empirical and theoretical front this study serves as a sort of bridge between the traditional impression formation and stereotyping literatures. The former usually tests how multiple cues are interpreted and combined and the latter investigates how different cues trigger individual social categorization (Carlston & Schneid, 2015). Our study used multiple cues in multiple categories. We were able to test how participants processed this information and spontaneously categorized different targets.

Our data support the idea that there is perceived intersectionality between ethnicity/accent and religion, and at least for our German participants this caused the targets
to be perceived based on both pieces of information. The negligible memory of individual non-prototypical targets that we found could contribute to stereotype maintenance by subtyping. Interestingly the outgroup homogeneity effect was not “reserved” for outgroup members on both dimensions but was present also for those with a non-prototypical match between religion and ethnicity/accent. At the same time, category memory for the latter was excellent. Because categorization is often considered the first step in the process of stereotyping and discrimination (Fiske, 1998), being perceived as an in- or an outgroup member can lead to possible discrimination. One could speculate that these findings indicate that sometimes it is better to be an outgroup member on both dimensions than just on one. However, our experiment did not assess evaluation but only spontaneous categorization. Likewise, it would be interesting if future research related these categorization findings to stereotyping: Among these different groups of targets, who will be stereotyped as a typical “warm, but incompetent” outgroup (see Asbrock, 2010)? Recent findings suggest that in some cases stereotype-inconsistency (e.g., Hansen et al., 2017; Niedlich et al., 2016) and non-prototypicality (Biernat & Sesko, 2013) could suffice to avoid negative impressions, but as that research used other social categories, the findings are as of yet inconclusive.

A first limitation is that the present study is a single study with a relatively small sample. Our participants were all autochthonous Germans from a relatively uniform small town. Though we did not explicitly ask for participants’ religion, none of them displayed any obvious religious affiliation (e.g., by wearing a headscarf). The overall homogeneity of our sample was also confirmed with our hierarchical homogeneity analyses. In other words, it is possible that a relatively low social identity complexity (SIC; Roccas & Brewer, 2016) of our participants compared to our targets has contributed to the pattern of results. Participants with either higher SIC or from a more multicultural place could potentially perceive differently targets based on their ethnicity/accent and religion and not demonstrate the same prototype
bias as our sample did. Indeed, it would be very interesting to see how women identifying as German Muslims would categorize these targets. Experimentally, future studies could test categorization before and after a habituation phase, where participants are confronted with different stereotype-inconsistent exemplars over different periods of time and contexts.

Additionally, one might wonder whether the present findings could be due to a possible confound in the similarity of the voices and faces used. However, targets were counterbalanced across the two conditions, with prototypical targets in one condition being non-prototypical in the other. Therefore, individual stimulus features cannot account for our findings. With regard to guessing, participants showed no bias in guessing any of the categories. This supports the conclusion that both categories (ethnicity/accent and religious-cue) were equally important in processing target information. Furthermore, the choice to use “neutral” statements was made to not prompt guessing biases. This could also be seen as a potential limitation, and it would be an interesting extension to see how the stereotypicality of statements affects individual and category memory for targets.

In order to increase experimental control, we used the same neutral faces that appeared neither highly prototypically Arabic or German and thus could be used both in the headscarf and in the no-headscarf condition without adding further to the complexity of the experiment. Future research could test whether the present findings generalize to targets who look more typical of the respective social category. One could speculate that as previous evidence suggests that accent trumps (facial) appearance when it comes to ethnic categorization (Rakić et al., 2011), using more typical ethnic appearance would be redundant. Still, because this type of experiment refrains from either explicitly naming or asking participants to name the given categories it is speculative whether they associate accent to a particular ethnicity (e.g., Birney et al., 2020; Dragojevic et al., 2018). Participants are
however very good in determining that a given accent is foreign, suggesting that our participants used accent and headscarf as proxies for foreignness.

**Conclusion**

We found that when asked to form an impression of a group, participants tended to rely on prototypicality of targets based on their ethnicity/accent and religion. In other words, the intersectionality between ethnicity/accent and religion was shown both in terms of how targets were individually remembered as well as categorized. Though this study further confirms the importance of accents and language in social categorization, the challenge of fully understanding how exactly language is being used is still open. This is a challenge for studies on language in the XXI century: further continue to use and explore the impact of language and accents in everyday encounters. How people perceive appears slightly different from how they explicitly explain it (use of accents for categorization vs. low ability to correctly identify accents, see Birney et al., 2020). Also, the language used to refer to certain groups (e.g., immigration background) and consequently the tendency to perceive someone as ingroup or outgroup matters. Though we may never find an answer to why certain stereotypes started to exist, comprehending how people tend to perceive certain categories and related stereotypes, as well as which categories are processed independently or concurrently can have important implications in understanding how to promote stereotype change. This is a challenge that we are hoping will be addressed in future research and theory development.
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### Appendix A

#### Table A1

*Frequencies of Statements from Different Sources Assigned to Targets or New Items in the Matching Task*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Assignment to:</th>
<th>An incorrect speaker from set of</th>
<th>Headscarf</th>
<th>No Headscarf</th>
<th>Headscarf</th>
<th>No Headscarf</th>
<th>New items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The correct speaker</td>
<td>Arabic accent</td>
<td>Arabic accent</td>
<td>German accent</td>
<td>German accent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headscarf Arabic accent</td>
<td>1 (N=109)</td>
<td>2 (N=59)</td>
<td>3 (N=68)</td>
<td>4 (N=73)</td>
<td>5 (N=30)</td>
<td>6 (N=105)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Headscarf Arabic accent</td>
<td>13 (N=46)</td>
<td>14 (N=59)</td>
<td>15 (N=63)</td>
<td>16 (N=49)</td>
<td>17 (N=59)</td>
<td>18 (N=138)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headscarf German accent</td>
<td>19 (N=111)</td>
<td>20 (N=50)</td>
<td>21 (N=59)</td>
<td>22 (N=67)</td>
<td>23 (N=35)</td>
<td>24 (N=122)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Headscarf German accent</td>
<td>25 (N=31)</td>
<td>26 (N=29)</td>
<td>27 (N=28)</td>
<td>28 (N=30)</td>
<td>29 (N=1658)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* n.a., not applicable. The response categories are numbered from 1 to 29 with respective obtained response frequencies in brackets.
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